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(Received 22 January 2004; published 17 September 2004)126804-1We show that the one-way channel formalism of quantum optics has a physical realization in
electronic systems. In particular, we show that magnetic edge states form unidirectional quantum
channels capable of coherently transporting electronic quantum information. Using the equivalence
between one-way photonic channels and magnetic edge states, we adapt a proposal for quantum state
transfer to mesoscopic systems using edge states as a quantum channel, and show that it is feasible with
reasonable experimental parameters. We discuss how this protocol may be used to transfer information
encoded in number, charge, or spin states of quantum dots, so it may prove useful for transferring
quantum information between parts of a solid-state quantum computer.
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FIG. 1. Quantum dots coupled to one another and to nearby
edge states. Dotted lines indicate tunnel contact. The gray
rectangles indicate Ohmic contacts. Dots are labeled as
‘‘atom’’ or ‘‘cavity’’ to make clear the analogy with the
atom-optical scheme [6].There is growing interest in using mesoscopic channels
for quantum information processing tasks [1,2], and
mesoscopic analogues of one-way channels have been
considered abstractly [3,4]. Ideal one-way quantum chan-
nels preserve quantum coherence, and have the additional
property that forward and reverse propagating modes are
distinguishable. These channels are useful for describing
the dynamics of a system coupled to a nonclassical source
[5] and have been proposed for use in a quantum state
transfer (QST) protocol [6]. The prototypical example of
a one-way channel comes from quantum optics: an optical
fiber with a Faraday isolator. A magnetic field in the
Faraday isolator, which breaks time-reversal symmetry
in the channel, correlates propagation direction with po-
larization, making counterpropagating modes distin-
guishable [5]. To date, mesoscopic realizations of this
kind of channel have not been discussed.
Here we propose magnetic edge states [7] of a 1D wire
as a physical realization of one-way quantum channels,
and discuss their application for QST in a mesoscopic
system. In the quantum Hall effect (QHE) a magnetic
field applied normal to the wire induces the formation of
edge states along each edge of the wire, quantized in units
of the cyclotron energy [8,9]. States on each edge propa-
gate in a definite direction, so backscattering between
counterpropagating modes is suppressed. This accounts
for the conductance plateaus observed in the QHE [8].
Bound edge states are formed by creating a local po-
tential minimum (maximum) using surface gates to de-
fine a quantum (anti)dot. Resonant tunneling via
(anti)dots coupled to extended edge states has been ex-
perimentally observed [10–12]. The tunneling rates are
tunable using external magnetic and electric fields.
Coherent superpositions of single electrons in different
edge states have been observed experimentally [13]. High
visibility fringes (  0:6 at 20 mK) were seen in a Mach-
Zender interferometer [14] consisting of edge states con-0031-9007=04=93(12)=126804(4)$22.50nected by tunnel barriers. This experiment demonstrates
the possibility of transferring quantum information via
edge states over distances of 10 m or more.
Using edge states as one-way quantum channels, we
show how to implement a proposal for QST in a meso-
scopic system. Cirac et al. [15] describe a protocol for
transferring the quantum state of one two-level atom in a
cavity, connected by optical fiber, to another identical
system using shaped control pulses applied to each
atom. Here, we map this protocol to a system consisting
of quantum dots connected by magnetic edge states. This
may prove useful for transferring quantum information
between parts of a solid-state quantum computer. We also
consider sources of error in the protocol and conclude that
these are not debilitating.
The QHE is understood by solving the Schro¨dinger
equation for an electron in a lateral potential, Uy, and
a magnetic field, B [7]. The eigenmodes are of the form
 n;kx; y  eikxn;ky. For a linear lateral potential,
Uy  eEy, the eigenenergies are "n;k  hv0k n
1
2 h!B where v0  E=B> 0, !B  eB=meff is the cy-
clotron frequency, and n 2 Z, producing subbands of
edge states. Furthermore, the center of mass, yk (the
‘‘guiding center’’) of the lateral wave function, n;ky, 2004 The American Physical Society 126804-1
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ing in a given direction are localized to one side of the
lateral potential. Thus, ideally, edge states are dispersion-
less, !  v0k, with group velocity v0, and propagate
unidirectionally, depending on their lateral position.
The system of dots in tunnel contact with magnetic
edge states is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The system
Hamiltonian is Htot  Hdots HMES Hint [16],
Hdots
h
X
4
i1
!ic
y
i ci  	1tcy2c1 2tcy3c4  H:c:
;
HMES
h

Z
d!g!!by!b!;
Hint
h

Z
d!f1!	byx0; !c2  cy2bx0; !
  2!
 	byx1; !c4  cy4bx1; !
g:
Here cyi creates a dot i electron, by! creates an edge
state electron with energy h!, byx;!  by!ei!x=v0 ,
g! is the density of states, ! is the tunneling rate
between dots and an edge states, x0;1 are locations of the
dots and it are tunable tunneling rates between the
dots. H.c. denotes the Hermitian conjugate. Tunneling
rates decrease exponentially with distance from the dot,
so we only consider the nearest, resonant subband.
Nonlinearities in Uy introduce dispersion. A small
quadratic term in the lateral potential, Uy 
eEy 12meff!20y2, results in the dispersion relation ! 
v0k k2, where   !20 h=2!2Bmeff. As discussed
later, for typical experimentally relevant parameters, 
is small, and we treat this as a source of error in the
protocol.
Input-output relations.—The input-output formalism
relates the output channel of a quantum system to its
input. Formally, if g!! and i! 

i=2
p
were
constant over relevant frequencies around the dot ener-
gies, !i, then the Markov approximation applies [5], and
the input-output relation for the first system of dots is
boutx0; t  binx0; t  i 1p c2t; (1)
where x0 is the location of the first pair of dots and
bx; t  R11 d!b!ei!tx=v0. A similar relation holds
for the second pair. For a dispersionless channel, the input
to the second system is given by
binx1; t  boutx0; t L=v0; (2)
where L  x1  x0. By virtue of the fact that backscat-
tering is strongly suppressed in edge states, we can ne-
glect the effect of the second system on the first.
For a dispersing channel, the input to the second system
is related to the output of the first by [15]
binx1; t  !"t  boutx0; t #; (3)
where #  L=v0, !"t  i"1=2et2=i", "  4#=v20,
and the convolution ft  gt  R dt0ftgt t0.126804-2Number eigenstate QST.—Within the Markov approxi-
mation, this model for quantum dots in tunnel contact
with edge states parallels the atom-optical system pre-
sented in [6]. In particular, in the ideal case where the dot
energies are equal (!i  !), the channel-dot coupling
gates are equal, 1;2  , the channel is dispersionless
and does not scatter, then the Hamiltonian is formally
identical to that of [6].
The physical correspondence to [6] is shown in Fig. 1.
We identify an electron on dot 1 (or 3) with an atomic
excitation and an electron on dot 2 (or 4) with a cavity
photon. The computational basis for each dot is the ab-
sence, j0ii, or presence, j1ii  cyi j0ii of an electron.
Tunneling rates, it, between dots may be controlled
via external gates. Gate pulses that implement QST have
been derived previously [6,17].
Finally, we identify optical fiber modes in [6] with edge
states. In both mesoscopic and optical systems, the pres-
ence of a magnetic field breaks time-reversal symmetry
of the system so that counterpropagating modes are in
principle distinguishable. In this way, edge states are the
electronic analogues of optical one-way channels, and the
theory for one-way quantum channels [5] may be applied.
Thus the QST protocol described in [6] can be used to
transfer the electronic state of dot 1 to dot 3 using edge
states as a one-way quantum channel. In this scheme the
computational basis states are the eigenstates of the dot
number operator, fj0ii; j1iig. Therefore a superposition
such as j i  c0j0i  c1j1i can be transferred coherently
from dot 1 to dot 3 using this protocol, i.e.,
jii  j i1j0i2j0i3j0i4 ! jfi  j0i1j0i2j i3j0i4.
The dynamics of the density matrix for the system of
dots is given by the master equation [17],
_%  i	Hsys; %
= h 1D	c2
% 2D	c4
%
 f	cy4 ; c2%
  	%cy2 ; c4
g
 L	%
; (4)
where   12p and D	c
%  c%cy  cyc%
%cyc=2. To account for the propagation time # between
the two systems, we have implicitly assumed that the
control pulse 2t applied to the second system is de-
layed by a time # with respect to 1t, as in [6].
Following [6], for a dispersionless channel, # may be set
to zero. A simple pulse shape that effects ideal quantum
state transfer is it  i sechit=2=2 [17], which we
will use for evaluating various sources of error in the
protocol. For this pulse shape, the system of quantum dots
remains in a pure state, given by
j ti  c0j0000i  c1ftj1000i  tj0010i
&tj0100i  j0001i= 2p g; (5)
t  	1 tanht=2
=2 and &t  i secht=2= 2p .
Charge QST.—Encoding a qubit in the number state of
electrons in a single mode (e.g., a single quantum dot)126804-2
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the scheme outlined above serves as a primitive to imple-
ment QST for a charge qubit encoded in the position of an
electron in a double well. The charge qubit QST protocol
simply repeats the primitive protocol twice, as illustrated
in Fig. 2(a). Qubit A is encoded in the position of an
electron distributed between dots 1a and 1b. To transfer
the state of qubit A to qubit B, the protocol first transfers
the state of dot 1a to dot 3a, then the state of dot 1b to dot
3b. The ideal protocol is unitary [6], so it may be con-
catenated as described.
Spin QST.—The primitive transfer protocol described
above may also be used to transfer a spin qubit from one
dot to another, achieved using a similar two step process
as described above. This relies on the spin dependence of
the tunneling rates [12], due to the different spatial con-
figuration of spin-polarized edge states. Suppose the spin-
up states, j "i, occupy the outer edges, as shown in
Fig. 2(b). Since j "i states are in closer proximity to one
another than j #i states, the tunneling rate, ", between j "i
states may be much larger than #. Therefore, the gate
pulses to transfer a j "i electron from dot 1 to dot 3 are
much faster than those required to transfer a j #i electron.
If an electron were in a state j i1  c#j #i1  c"j "i1, then
applying fast gate pulses, determined by ", would have a
small effect on the j #i component of j i for which
tunneling rates are proportional to #. After this, the j #
i component is transferred from dot 1 to dot 3 using pulse
rates determined by #. However, turning on the coupling
between dots 3 and 4 leads to a leakage error in the j "i
component which was previously transferred. To circum-
vent this, the j "i component is swapped from dot 3 to an
ancilla, dot 3a during the transfer of the j #i component.
Once this process is completed the j "i component is
swapped back to dot 3.
Error sources.—Away from the ideal case, the transfer
fidelity is reduced, so we analyze the sensitivity of the
protocol to small perturbations from the ideal. For each
parameter in the system, labeled generically as p, the
transmission fidelity due to variations in p is given by
F p  1F p, where F p  hfj%pjfi and %p 
jfihfj  %p1 is the error in the final state, %p1,
of the system due to errors in p. F p will be largest when
the initial state of dot 1 is j1i1, so we use the initial state3b1b1a 3a
4b2a 2b 4a
 qubit A
qubit B
(a)
1
2
3
4
3a
(b)
FIG. 2. (a) QST for charge qubits. (b) QST for spin qubits.
126804-3jii  j1i1j0i2j0i3j0i4. The desired final state is then
jfi  j0i1j0i2j1i3j0i4. Since the errors are presumed
small, they can be analyzed independently, by solving
Eq. (4) for small perturbations of each parameter.
There is an amplitude for an electron in an edge state to
be scattered into nearby states. This is analogous to
photon scattering, so we model it in the same way [5].
Equation (4) is modified by the replacement !


1 )s
p
, where )s is the scattering probability for the
channel. The scattering probability depends on the trans-
mission length, L, according to )s  1 eL=Ls , where
Ls is the scattering length [19]. Ls depends strongly on the
temperature and purity of the sample, but for T < 5 K,
Ls * 100 m has been reported [13,19].
Accounting for channel dispersion is more compli-
cated, since the original formulation of one-way quantum
channels implicitly assumes a dispersionless channel.
There are difficulties in generalizing the input-output
formalism to include dispersion, so we employ a different
approach to estimate these errors. After the electron has
tunneled into the channel, the channel is in a superposi-
tion of zero and one electrons. The amplitude for an
electron to be at position x at time t is found from
Eqs. (1) and (2) to be h0jbx; tj-i  =2p &t #x,
where j-i is the channel state and #x  x x0=v0 is
the propagation time to position x. Dispersion convolves
this amplitude with the channel transfer function accord-
ing to Eq. (3), so the transmission fidelity is then
F  jh ~-j-ij2 

Z 1
1
dt ~&t&t

2
; (6)
where ~&  !"  &. We expand ~&t in powers of " then
evaluate Eq. (6) yielding F  1 )2D=45 ::: , where
)D  "2=4 is the dimensionless dispersion strength.
Table I lists the various dimensionless parameters in
which errors may occur, along with the associated infi-
delities, which are computed as described earlier. The
protocol is quadratically sensitive to all parameter varia-
tions except for scattering. Clearly, when the dots are
slightly out of resonance with one another (!!i  0) or
if 1  2, there is a corresponding error in the protocol.
For a given error rate, we may use the tabulated results
to estimate the tolerable deviations of the parameters
from ideal. Time and energy scales for the protocol are
determined by , so we estimate this quantity for a
typical experimental system. Suppose the coupling be-
tween dot 3 and the edge state channel is operated with aTABLE I. Lowest order terms in infidelity due to systematic
errors. Dimensionless parameters: !!i  !i  !=1, ! 
1 2=1, )s  1 eL=LS , and )D  #2=v20.
p !!1 !!2 ! )s )D
F p 4:29!!21 1:00!!22 0:25!2 1:00)s 0:02)2D
126804-3
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hg2 [20], where g is the density of edge states in energy
space. Roughly, g  1=E, where E is the bandwidth of
the tunneling interaction given by
E  kdE=dk  2=lc hv0  hv0=lc; (7)
where lc is the length over which the bound and extended
states are in contact, shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, T 2 
lc=v02  1, so   v0=lc. Thus, the inverse of the time
it takes an electron to pass the dot gives a bound on .
To estimate v0  E=B, we take B 1 T (set by an
external source), and E which we estimate from the
potential profile at the edge of the wire due to external
gate voltages and screening effects [21]. An upper esti-
mate for E is given by the slope of the lateral potential in
the incompressible region [21]. The voltage across the
incompressible region is of order Vi  h!B=e and !B 
176 GHz for bulk GaAs in a 1 T field [22]. The width of
the incompressible region is about the magnetic length,
lB 

h=eB
p  25:6 nm in a 1 T field. Then Emax  Vi=lB
and we find that v0  67 km s1. Thus we estimate v0 
104 m s1 for the group velocity, consistent with previous
results [10].
The contact length is of order the dot size, so for lc &
1 m and v0  104 ms1 we have   100 eV. This
corresponds to an edge perfectly transmitted into the dot
region, so the dot is ill defined. In order that the dot be
well defined, the actual tunneling rate should be some
fraction of this value, so we take  10 eV [10].
From this, bounds for the precision with which the dot
energies need to be controlled can be established. If
!!i < 0:1, then errors arising from nonresonant dot en-
ergies will be <1%. This requires that the dot energies be
controlled to around 1 eV. From Table I this is also the
precision with which i needs to be controlled.
We take !0  1011 Hz [19] and meff  0:067mel for
GaAs, so transmission over L  100 m gives )D 
0:057. Using surface gates to shape the lateral potential
[23], !0 could be reduced: !0  1010 Hz would give
)D < 10
3
. In any case, dispersive effects are negligible.
For temperatures below 1 K, Ls  1 mm [19], which is
much longer than the dephasing length of Ld  10 m at
T  20 mK [13]. The dephasing time scale is #d 
Ld=v0  1 ns, comparable with recently measured deco-
herence rates of charge qubits [24]. These results suggest
that dephasing will be a significant issue for implement-
ing QST over distance much greater than 10 m.
As a preliminary test of our conclusions, we propose
measuring currents between the Ohmic contacts shown in
Fig. 1. Ideally, cycling the protocol at a frequency f will
result in a current between contacts A and B, IAB  ef.
Errors at a rate p give IAB  1 pef, and IAC  pef.
Optimizing IAB provides a method for tuning dot energies
and tunneling rates. This current pump would demon-
strate coherent transport and tunneling in the device.126804-4Coherent superposition of zero and one electrons in a
mode are not experimentally available, so full QST could
be demonstrated using either device shown in Fig. 2. The
coherence of these schemes may be verified using con-
trolled single qubit rotations at each site [24].
In conclusion, we have proposed magnetic edge states
as physical realizations of one-way channels in meso-
scopic systems. Using edge states as quantum channels
linking systems of quantum dots, we have described a
mesoscopic analogue of an atom-optical system capable
of implementing quantum state transfer. This may prove
useful for transferring information between parts of a
solid-state quantum computer. Our proposal builds on
recent experimental results demonstrating interference
in an edge state interferometer, and our error analysis
indicates that the protocol is experimentally feasible.
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